Abstract-The paper proposes a method to characterize the bend discontinuity for plasmonic and spoof plasmonic waveguides in terms of scattering parameters. By means of this method, the waveguide is modelled by a two-port network and its scattering parameters are extracted. The parameters for the Lshaped sharp curved bends at different frequencies and under different bending angles are determined.
I. INTRODUCTION
Size reduction of optical and electronic devices has always been a technological challenge. But in addition to fabrication constraints, diffraction limit is one of the fundamental restrictions which specifically hinder waveguide size reduction [1] . To overcome this limitation, plasmonic waveguides in which surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) enable wave confinement have been introduced for optical wavelengths. At terahertz frequencies and for submillimeter waves, one alternatively achieves wave confinement using the so-called spoof SPP [2] . The latter uses a periodic structure to realize the reactive boundary condition required for wave confinement.
An array of cylindrical metallic nanorods which can support SPPs have been widely exploited as a waveguide for optical wavelengths. Moreover, their modal analysis has been the subject of several research works [3, 4] . The present work concerns with the numerical modeling of bend discontinuities in such waveguides of metallic nanorods. The analysis can be extended to similar discontinuities in spoof SPP waveguides with application at terahertz and submillimeter frequencies.
Characterization of bends in plasmonic waveguides has been the subject of recent researches. Due to increased scattering in the sharp bends of waveguides composed of metallic nanoparticles, an alternative type of plasmonic waveguides is used for wave propagation. Sharp metal wedges and nanogrooves in metal substrates are of special interest for this purpose [5] . The authors investigate propagation of channel plasmon polaritons (CPPs) excited in the wavelength range of 1425-1640 nm along smoothly bent and split Vshaped grooves milled in a gold film. Using channel waveguide with evolution of the channel [6] and implementation in the bending [7] are strategies used in this type of strutures to improve waveguiding. In [8] propagation in the sharp bending in cylindrical waveguides based on silver nanowires is investigated. Power transmission coefficient (η) for different modes are calculated using the dipole approximation propagation, and it is shown that a complete propagation (η=100%) with conversion of transverse and longitudinal modes to each other is possible.
In [9] transmission properties of a 90-degree bend in a metallic slot waveguide are studied. In [10] , it is shown that bends and splitters with no additional loss over a very wide frequency range can be designed for metal-dielectric-metal plasmonic waveguides.
In [3] , propagation of light along an infinite 2D chain of silver nanorods with r=25nm and a separation of L=55nm is analyzed and propagating modes for this waveguide is computed. Here, Generalized Multipole Technique is used for the analysis. In this paper, the behavior of bends in this waveguides is investigated. To this end, the waveguide is modelled by a two-port network and its scattering parameters are extracted. The parameters for the L-shaped sharp bend at different frequencies and with different bending angles were obtained and analyzed.
II. MODELING
To investigate wave propagation along a waveguide, it is necessary to find the scattering parameters of the waveguide. For doing so, the waveguide can be considered as a two-port network and its scattering parameters are calculated using measured input and output powers.
As shown in [3] , the waveguide is capable of supporting odd and even modes in a frequency range of 14 14 6.5 10 7.9 10 f Hz H z (Fig. 1a) . Therefore, the waveguide dispersion matrix is a 4 × 4 matrix as follows:
(1) ,
where b is the output power, a is the input power and S is the scattering parameters. Subscripts of parameters a and b denotes the desired mode and port. The subscript of dispersion scattering parameters is composed of two parts. The first .
This means that proportion of output even mode from port 1 to input odd mode from port 2 when the waveguide is excited only by odd mode from port 2 with matched impedances to eliminate other input modes. For waveguides such as rectangular waveguides where power is confined in certain areas, the input and output powers can be easily defined. But for this type of plasmonic waveguides where power is spread in whole space, an accurate definition is needed. Fig. 1b shows the bend. To define input and output ports, MN and OP are defined as port 1 and port 2, respectively. These cross-sections should be far from the bend and excitation points, since reflections from bends have higher modes which can disturb our two mode assumptions. For each input and output mode poynting vector can be written as where (+) and (-) superscripts indicate forward and backward modes, respectively. Hence, input and output power is obtained as follows: To calculate scattering parameters, the normalized power in specific locations such as P1 and P2 in figure1b should be known.
Using the generalized multipole technique discussed in detail in [3] , the normalized power for even and odd modes in different frequencies has been obtained (TABLE I) . In these calculations, we take H=300r which suffices for our purpose and the normalized point coordinates are x=L/2, y=r with origin at the center of one particle. 
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Given these equations, there are only 8 unknown parameters to be calculated. As mentioned above, to reduce the effects of higher modes, cross-sections should be far enough from the bend and the excitation. In other words, the length of each bend arm should be long enough. The longer length of the waveguide and increased numbers of particles increase the computation time exponentially. Here, we can use a symmetrical excitation with bisector of α and find the field in only one part and reduce the volume and computation time. It should be noted that in this case the numbers of equations are reduced to half. However, since the size and computation time depends exponentially on the number of variables, the use of symmetrical stimulation is effective in reducing the size and computational time.
Using the described method, a bend with a 199-nm particle is analyzed. Each arm consists of 100 2D nanocylinders. The MN and OP cross-sections are selected exactly in the middle of each arm.
Four combinations, even or odd, with respect to the x-axis or the bisector of α, are selected for simulations. Table II shows the scattering parameters for a sharp bend (Fig .1b output power ( out P ) (which the objective is to increase this part), reflected power due to mismatch ( M is P ), ohmic loss in the particles ( Loss P ) and radiated power at the bend ( Rad P ).The two latter parts are total power dissipated in the structure. With the scattering matrix, the output power and the power mismatch are: To measure the ohmic loss within the particles we can integrate the poynting vector on the surface of particles. Nevertheless, the summation of the loss and radiation can be calculated from the following equation:
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As is clear from the above equations, in addition to the structure, the contribution of each mode in the propagation also depends on excitation. Exciting waveguide with even and odd modes creates different transmission, mismatch, loss and radiation powers. Having said that, the following relationships can be written: TABLE III and TABLE IV illustrate the contribution of each power with even and odd excitation. With increasing frequency, less power is transmitted. In other words, we get more ohmic loss and radiation leakage. The high ohmic loss is due to the larger attenuation constant [3] . Furthermore, the odd mode has greater attenuation constant and hence it has more loss.
To investigate the effect of bend angle, scattering parameters have been calculated in the normalized frequency of 0.14. As can be seen form Tables V-VII with increasing the bend angle, mismatch increases. This is reasonable; but it is not valid for other modes and they do not have a linear relation with angle. Since these powers depend on creating higher modes in the bend, little has been known about its mechanism. In this paper, we modelled the bends in a plasmonic waveguide based on 2D nanocylindrical particles with a two-port network and using generalized multipole technique. We calculated scattering parameters and investigated the effects of bend angle and frequency on wave propagation. 
